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The world’s most eye-catching battle!

When these twenty-odd strong men who never showed up appeared, the world
was shocked.

powerful!

Unprecedentedly powerful!

Not inferior to the strong of the gods!

Excited!

No one thought that so many powerful people would suddenly appear to
challenge the top of the gods list!

They estimate that they want to become famous now, and the best way to
become famous is to challenge the most authoritative list of this era.

Directly challenge the first person on the god list!

But the real thing is still the top ten three of the gods.

The ninth blood ancestor on the god list!

The seventh East Island Ghost Blade!

The dark overlord Josa, the fifth on the god list!



Mayan industrial barbarian king of the fourth in the gods list!

…

After all, they have been famous for a long time!

And it’s at the top of the list!

Other people are strong, but they don’t know each other.

So the focus is on them.

The venue for the battle was chosen somewhere in the Western Continent…

Many people watched the battle, and almost all the eyes of the world gathered
here.

In the anticipation of all the people, the dark god appeared.

“Let’s go together! I don’t have so much patience!”

Levi said coldly.

A glance at the past, there is no one that can match the dead Dark God.

There is no one who can fight!

Ye Jun lost interest when he came here!

Let’s go together, forget it!

“Arrogant! I’ll challenge you!”

The ninth blood ancestor on the god list could not bear it, and immediately
rushed up.



The terrible breath and power shocked the audience.

“roll!”

Levi blasted out with a punch.

“boom!”

The blood ancestor was blown out in an instant.

His body was torn apart and exploded…

Disappeared before everyone’s eyes! ! !

“hiss!!!”

There was a chilling voice all over the room.

How strong is the blood ancestor?

Everyone has seen it in the past few years.

The fully awakened blood ancestor is simply an unbeatable existence!

In other words, it is unkillable.

The reason why he ranks ninth on the list of gods is because he can’t be killed at
all, and others can’t help him.

The blood ancestor’s body was so hard that the artifact could not penetrate, let
alone other things.

But today, he was beaten by Levi.

The body exploded directly.



Shock!

The world is shocked!

No one thought that this kind of thing would happen…

The dark god is so strong? ? ?

The rest of the three gods list powerhouses and the other unknown powerhouses
who were to be challenged all trembled in their hearts.

“I come!”

Higashishima Ghost Blade, the seventh best player, makes a move.

He is known for his ghostly skills…

But as long as you have all kinds of magic skills, Levi is just a punch.

“boom!”

The ghost blade played all kinds of tricks, and was fisted by Levi.

The dark overlord Josa, the fifth in the god list, also played a long time, and was
also punched out by Levi.

The Mayan industrial savage king, fourth on the god list, everyone thought that
even if he was lost, he could hold on under Levi for a while.

But it’s still a punch!

It seems that everyone is equal in front of Levi.

Ordinary people who don’t know how to practice exercises are the same as the
top powerhouses of the gods.



Because they were all killed with a punch…

Levi’s effort is the same…

“Go on together! I’m impatient!”

Levi hooked his finger, and the remaining twenty-odd unfamiliar powerhouses
and the nine powerhouses all rushed up.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Levi all punches one at a time.

After dozens of seconds, no one was standing.

All were beaten out.

But Levi also killed the blood ancestor.

There is no reason for him. The blood ancestor escaped from him three years
ago.

He can be considered revenge…

The rest let you be conquered by one punch!

Shocked!

The whole world is shaking!

I thought this battle would be fierce…



How did you know it would be so short, a total of more than a minute, all thirty or
forty strong men fell.

Boring!

dull!

This battle is simply boring!

It’s not interesting at all…

I haven’t even seen the simplest counterattack!
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In front of the dark god, everyone is equal, after all, no one can get a punch.

No matter if you are fourth or twenty-seventh on the list!

all the same!

“Hey! No one can fight a little bit! Don’t challenge me next time with this kind of
trash!”

Levi left a word.

It can be seen that he was very disappointed…

That’s right.

Levi was very disappointed.

I thought there was someone who could play a little…

Isn’t this era boasting very much?



Everyone is going to go to heaven?

Isn’t it the one that killed him with a punch?

Now this kind of challenge is really wasting his time.

But the whole world is crazy…

gap!

For the first time, the world knows that there is such a big gap with No. 1 on the
gods list…

It can even be said that the number one in the gods list is not in the same world
as other people…

Maybe the second and third of the god list can be a little closer, but it doesn’t
make much sense.

The first dark god is too strong.

It’s totally different from other people!

Feeling high above!

For the first time, let the world, let the strong of the gods, feel insignificant.

It turned out that it was just the reason for the ranking, giving everyone the
illusion that they were not far behind the Dark God.

For example, the fourth and the first in the god list are too close.

But the truth is farewell!

There is no comparability at all!



At no time has everyone been so firm in the accuracy of the gods’ list.

It turns out that the dark god can be ranked first, it is true!

There is nothing false!

The list of gods selected by major institutions is the most authoritative!

No flaws!

Since then, everyone’s trust in the gods list has become more than before!

There will be no more doubts.

Basically, one’s own ranking knows one’s exact strength.

I will never go to leapfrog challenges to prove myself!

That’s boring and stupid!

God list is authority!

Which is the number one!

No one will have any doubts at all!

“You said…Is the Dark God at the same level as the existence of two fingers
knocking off the Heavenly Sword…”

Someone raised a terrible and bold question.

“That can’t! The gap is still there! But it may have the power of a war! People are
one world!”

“Yes! The Dark God is definitely not an opponent! But at least they are at the
same level as him!”



…

The battle of the Dark God shocked the world.

As a result, the god list has not changed at all.

The dark god still sits firmly on the top!

“No, no, there are people who question the authority of the god list? Did they
really go to challenge the first place?”

Marshal Tiance sneered.

The list of gods is ranked by major institutions, including Tiance Mansion.

After all, this kind of organization can collect information from all over the world
and can basically cover every strong person.

The Marshal Tiance naturally believed in the gods’ list.

“But the marshal has one thing to say, the Dark God’s combat power is beyond
the predictions of our top ten organizations! And much stronger…”

At this time, the subordinates said the abnormality.

Marshal Tiance frowned and nodded: “This is indeed! The previous evaluation of
the Dark God’s combat power was not so strong! He seems a bit abnormal this
time! Too strong!”

“I heard that a few days ago, there was a big shock in Western Continent, as if it
was the Dark God who broke through! This time it was a small test for him!”

“Yeah, and no one except the Lab of the Gods can let the Dark God use his full
strength! It’s normal for us to be vague about his combat power!”

…



Others are analyzing.

Marshal Tiance nodded: “Well, it is!”

the other side.

Beijing Ye Clan.

“Xiaozu is too strong, right? I wonder how you face the Dark God?”

Lawrence wanted to know.

Ye Wudao shook his head helplessly: “No! I am definitely not the opponent of the
Dark God!”
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“I originally thought I could challenge the Dark God, but now I think about it, let’s
forget it! I am eighth on the god list! I am not an opponent at all! This list is
authoritative!”

“Today I have seen the authority of this list! Originally thought that the Marshal of
Tiance was ranked sixth, and should be between me! The real combat power of
this kid should be better than me!”

“But in a word, the Dark God is not in the same world with us at all!”

…

When Ye Wudao said so, Lawrence, Edgar and others gasped.



“Is the Dark God so terrifying? This is not at the same level as the other
powerhouses in the god list…”

Lawrence’s face was pale.

“What crazy and absurd thing hasn’t you seen now? Forgot the existence of the
two-finger knocking off the sky sword?”

“As far as I know, the earth sword, which is as famous as the sky sword, is in the
hands of the dark god and is used as a divine tool! Who is strong and who is
weak, right?”

After Ye Wudao reminded, everyone’s expressions changed wildly.

really.

Compared to whoever said it, the Dark God is really nothing.

“I have to work harder! Fight for an early battle with the Dark God!”

“But I want to tell you a fact-in fact, among the ancient Ye clan, the Dark God is
not the most top-notch. You will know it when the ancient Ye clan is born!”

Ye Wudao said.

“So strong? God bless my Ye Clan…”

Lawrence and the others are full of expectations.

“Hmm! Of course!”

Ye Wudao smiled.

“By the way, when should we go to Levi, Xiaozu?”

“Didn’t you let the Ye Clan issue a killing order? It’s time to find him…”



Lawrence said.

Now he is eager to show Levi a wave of force.

After the new god list is updated, he is ranked 78th!

Thousands of gods, this ranking is super powerful.

“That’s right! It’s not good to let Levi live too freely!”

“But he was hit by a Maya Industry weapon, and the next thing is torture! We
don’t need to do it anymore!”

Ye Wudao sneered.

“That’s true! Killing him directly will make him cheaper!”

“But his children can be brought back to the Ye Clan for training! Just as Xiaozu
said, in the name of the ancient Ye clan, the Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan
can’t stop…”

Lawrence suggested.

“Well, this is true! Immediately send the Ye Clan’s power to find where this child
is. My Ye Clan’s blood will definitely be taken back!”

…

The God of Darkness had a shocking battle and caused a super sensation all
over the world.

After Levi finished all this, he returned to Velador.

Sarah greeted him immediately.



“Have you seen the news? Master has swept everything with top combat power!
The fourth and fifth in the gods list can’t resist the master’s punch…”

Sarah excitedly showed off Master’s achievements to Levi.

Levi nodded with little interest: “Well, I know.”

He did everything.

Don’t you know?

“I will recover as soon as possible, strive to be on the list of gods, and follow in
the footsteps of the master! You have to be together…”

Sarah is now much more normal than it was at the beginning.

But the obsession with the dark god is still deep…

Ye Jun came slowly.

Now, confessing everything, she wouldn’t believe it at all.

“Look at my almost half-recovery now…It won’t be long before I can fully
recover…”

Sarah is also a very independent person.

She is looking for various ways to recover herself…

Now it has begun to bear fruit…

“Hey! What should you do? Keep guarding the things from three years ago? But
Xiao Feng and their stunts have been divided up, and now it is estimated that it is
difficult to come back!”



“How about this? Let’s play! Three months later, I will surpass you on the
quasi-god list or the gods list…”
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Sarah looks forward to looking at Levi excitedly!

Levi didn’t take it seriously at all: “Okay! Okay!”

“Well, let’s start now! Let’s see who rushes high in three months? I haven’t
recovered yet! You are eight thousand six hundred and seventy-five on the quasi
god list! See who has made the most progress then Who is going higher!”

Hearing Levi’s promise.

Sarah was full of power in an instant.

She mainly wanted to use three months to give Levi a head!

Let him understand the cruel reality! ! !

Let him know that it is impossible to progress by relying on that basic exercise
method, and it is impossible to adapt to this era.

In three months, she will not be able to fully recover, but she will be stronger than
before!

She conservatively estimated that in three months, at least rushed into the top 30
of the gods list!

At that time, she estimated that Levi was still hovering in the quasi god list with
more than 8,000, and it could even be said that Levi would have to retreat to
more than 9,000…

After all, in this era where everyone is progressing madly, slow progress will be
eliminated.



If Levi continued to practice that basic exercise, three months would basically
have stagnated.

This is a great step backward!

It is impossible for him to continue to rank in more than eight thousand.

Three months later, he is likely to fall out of the quasi god list…

But Sarah wanted to use this cruel fact to wake up Levi…

Let him put down, put down his self-esteem!

Come slowly accept this era, adapt to everything, and then seek powerful
methods.

Sarah was forced to use this method.

Relatively speaking, she knew Levi and knew that his temper was very tough.

This method is necessary to make him sober.

When Sarah told Xiao Feng Qilin the news to them.

Everyone also agreed.

And a thumbs up to Sarah.

They all say that this method is good for her!

Use the most practical data to make Levi sober…

Levi didn’t regard this as the same thing…

Not to mention that he is above the list of gods, it is his vest-the dark god is the
first of the gods.



What’s the comparison? ? ?

But Levi didn’t refuse, as Sarah was happy.

For the next time, he was still using all his power to find the whereabouts of the
Gods Laboratory.

On the other hand, he is practicing the most basic exercises.

study without limit!

The secret of this practice is that it can be stronger…

Levi didn’t know where the end point was.

Originally, he thought it was used to lay the foundation.

But now you can continue…

During this period of time, there were very few or no revenge.

After all, there are so many strong gods guarding him.

If there is no absolute strength to crush Xiao Feng, this group of strong gods, you
can’t dare to touch Levi.

On the other hand, many people are waiting for the special elements of Mayan
industrial weapons on Levi to take place.

But it has never been, Levi has been doing well.

This makes everyone very confused.

No one can be safe after being hit by a Maya Industrial weapon.

Not to mention a month has passed.



Levi is still fine…

Not only is the outside world curious, but Tylera is also curious.

Is it all right?

How can this be?

Isn’t it terrible?

But they figured it out themselves.

That is the progress of Kunlun Industrial Pharmacy, which can completely
suppress the onset of elements for the time being.

From the past few days, it has been raised to one month or even longer.

…

Everyone understands that it is the dominance of Kunlun Industrial Pharmacy.

Has been helping Levi to renew his life and prevent him from getting sick.

Garrison and Levi’s enemies were very upset when they heard this.

They are still waiting to see Levi’s miserable appearance…

The result was suppressed by the medicine.

“I can’t go on like this… I think I will destroy all these potions, right?”

Ye Wudao sneered.

“This method works!”

Lawrence and the others agreed.
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Kunlun Industrial Headquarters.

Regina and his assistant came out with four password boxes.

This is a batch of medicaments newly developed by the experimental team of
Zhuque and Kunlun Industry for Levi.

Priceless!

It also costs a lot!

The most precious medicinal materials are used.

Nothing survived.

Only these are currently produced.

In the eyes of Tylera, these medicines were for Levi’s life.

Can’t stop for a day!

Because the production cycle is very long, it takes about fifteen days.

Even if the speed is fast now, it will take more than ten days.

Therefore, it must be produced all the time.

They are really desperate to develop and produce medicines at all costs…



After Regina and the others got the new potion, they immediately went to Levi.

Just after leaving the Kunlun Industrial Base, a group of people appeared.

Each of this group wore a mask.

A group of people surrounded Regina.

“Give us the boxes in your hands and you leave!”

The headed masked man said coldly.

“No! I can’t give you this box!”

Regina looked around vigilantly, and at the same time wanted to quietly send a
distress signal.

Now they regard these medicines as more important than fate.

“I won’t give it to you if I die!”

“You run back with potions, I’ll stop them!”

Regina quietly signaled to others.

“Just do it! Don’t give them a chance!”

…

This group of masked people worked directly.

It was abrupt to snatch the potion.

Regina resisted strongly.

But the group of masked people in front of them are too strong, far beyond them.



“Not good! They are all strong on the god list!!!”

Regina reacted, but it was too late at this time.

All the medicine boxes in their hands were snatched away.

After this group of masked people got the potion box, they didn’t take it away, and
directly shattered on the spot.

All the potions were destroyed…

Not even a small tube of potion was left behind.

All ruined.

This group of people moved quickly. After destroying the potion, they left
immediately, disappearing without a trace.

They really came for the potion!

After destroying the potion, he immediately withdrew.

“boom!!!”

Regina’s face was pale, and his head almost exploded.

“Puff!”

She sat down on the ground and went silly.

The others are the same, standing still, like walking corpses.

Seeing the broken potion, everyone was stunned.

This broken piece is not a potion!



This is hope!

This is Levi’s fate! ! !

Regina sat slumped on the ground and did not respond for a long time.

Regina was still sitting on the ground until Tylera and the others came.

“How is it? Are you not injured? Are you all right?”

The first time Zhu Que asked about Regina’s condition.

“Sister Tylera… we are okay… it’s just a minor injury… but… but the potions
were all destroyed by them! Nothing left!!!”

Regina hugged Tylera and cried directly.

“The medicine is gone…”

“Da da da……”

Qilin and Wesley staggered and almost fell to the ground.

Owen, Ron and others broke out in a cold sweat.

The medicine is gone.

It means that Levi’s hope is gone!

Without the inhibitory effect of the medicament, Levi’s physical injury would
immediately occur.

So far, the element of Mayan industrial weapons in Levi’s body has never
occurred.

No one knows how serious the element will be if it has no inhibitory effect.



Is it a minor attack or is it directly fatal?

No one knows.

And it has never happened. Once it happens, everyone is afraid.

There is no estimate at all.

It is very likely that the long-term suppression has caused the elements to spread
all over the body, making the attack even more terrifying.

“No medicine… no more…”

“Isn’t the boss in danger?”
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The problem with Owen came out.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

Don’t know how to answer this question.

Tylera explained professionally: “From the very beginning, we used potions to
suppress it! It has lasted for dozens of days! Presumably special elements have
invaded every part of the body now!

Once an attack occurs at this time, it will be extremely terrifying, and may even
be fatal! And it’s a fatal possibility with a high probability! “

After Tylera said this, everyone’s expressions grew gloomy.

This means that if there is no medicine, Levi will have a high probability of death.

This is a situation that no one wants to see!



It’s true this time!

Unlike before, Levi alone can control the situation and escape from death to
death again and again.

In this day and age, no one can retreat completely after being hit by the weapons
of Maya Industry.

no one!

No one can do it!

“How many potions are there now for the boss?”

Wesley asked.

“If it’s correct, there are none! Today’s quantity has been exhausted! There is no
inventory at all, and every time it is over, it will be immediately refilled! But this
time this problem…”

Regina cried and became a man of tears.

“what should I do now?”

Wesley asked a question that everyone was afraid to face.

Zhuque pursed his lips: “Now I expect the boss’s toxins will not occur… Then I
will try my best to produce new medicines in the shortest time!”

“How long do you probably need? The fastest! How long is the fastest!”

Wesley asked anxiously.

“Normally, it will take fifteen days later! The fastest is about ten days! If I try
everything, the fastest is nine days!”



“I can’t go beyond nine days!”

“The most important thing is that the boss can’t take the medicine in the past few
days, no one knows how far the situation will deteriorate.

Therefore, the potion I produced this time needs to be stronger and more
domineering, at least three to five times stronger than the previous potions! It is
possible to suppress the situation of the boss!

So it takes longer! Otherwise I can finish it in seven days! “

Tylera said.

“Okay! From now on we will fully cooperate with you! What do you want! We all
cooperate!”

Wesley and others were anxious.

Zhuque looked serious: “I need the best biomedical laboratory in Kunlun Industry!
It is the p6 level! I need permission! Only in this I can complete it in nine days!”

“this……”

Everyone’s face changed.

This laboratory is the highest level of Kunlun Industry.

Even their high-level group has no permission to use it.

You must apply to the marshal of Tiance, and then you can use it after all the top
management agrees.

But at this moment, everyone can’t take care of that much.

“Use! Start the laboratory immediately! Let’s carry it if there is anything!”



Wesley is humane.

After arriving at the Kunlun Industrial Headquarters, the Wesley people directly
used the laboratory forcibly, and even equipped Tylera with the best experimental
team.

Send all the medicine resources you need…

All processes are simplified!

Strive to produce the medicine in the shortest time!

“From now on, Nanyan Owen and Ron, you guard the Tylera! Follow all her
arrangements! Meet all her requirements! Let’s go back and look at the boss!
Prevent other things from happening!”

After Wesley divided his work, everyone started to take action.

…

At this moment, the Ye Clan in Beijing.

“Now Levi, what kind of potion should I take to suppress? Isn’t it waiting to die?”

Lawrence sneered.

It turned out that Lawrence led someone to destroy the potion.

All the masters of the Ye Clan’s god list were taken by him.

“I just got the news that Tylera has opened the highest-level laboratory in Kunlun
Industry and is accelerating the production of medicines for Levi! But the fastest
time is nine days!”

Ye Wudao sneered.



“Nine days he will definitely have an attack…”


